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Abstract—A wide array of today’s high performance computing (HPC) applications exhibits recurring behaviours or execution phases throughout their runtime. Accurate detection of
program phases allows reconfiguring the system for a better
power/performance trade off; and can reduce the simulation time
of programs by identifying regions of code whose performance is
critical to the entire program. Program phases are also reflected
in different behaviours the system goes through or system phases,
which can be used as an alternative means of program phase
detection for users lacking expertise.
In this paper, we present an execution vector based (EVbased) phase detection, which is an on-line methodology for
detecting phases in the behaviour of a HPC system and determining execution points that correspond to these phases. We
also present a methodology for defining a small set of EVs
representative of the system’s behaviour over a fixed period of
time and show that EV-based phase detection identifies recurring
phases. Our methodology is illustrated with benchmarks and a
real life application.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The design of high performance computing (HPC) systems
generally place a great emphasis on a handful of components,
including the processor architecture, platform architecture,
memory subsystems, communication subsystems, and storage
subsystems. The rationale behind this is the need to provide
reasonable performance over a wide range of applications. For
example, the processor’s architecture is an important factor for
compute intensive workloads, so selecting a suitable architecture for the applications can significantly enhance performance.
A similar analysis is usually performed for the selection
of all other subsystems listed above. Although this often
guarantees good performance on average, it can also result
in power dissipation for some workloads or specific execution
phases of a workload. e.g., a system designed with a large
memory subsystem is likely to dissipate power (as it has to
maintain its entire memory subsystem, including the unused
part) when running communication intensive workloads.
Energy consumption becoming one of the limiting factors
in the daily operation of HPC systems, a few research efforts
have investigated how to dynamically reconfigure available
resources for specific phases of a workload or workloads
in order to reduce the overall energy consumption while
maintaining acceptable performance [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8].

A program phase is without lost of generality a region of
execution in which measured program metrics are relatively
stable. Roughly speaking, a program’s performance within
a phase is relatively stable as well [9]. Consequently, for
system adaptation to be effective, it is essential that phase
changes be accurately detected; especially, when program
phase identification enables reuse of configuration information
for reappearing phases.
Detecting program phase changes has been widely addressed in the past [7], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. These
schemes all share in common the fact that they either require
strong knowledge of the program and/or the system’s architecture or that the program be compiled with specific options or
instrumented. Unfortunately, HPC users rarely have adequate
skills for performing such tasks. In addition, HPC applications
are growing in complexity and sometimes require experts from
multiple domains.
In this paper, we present a runtime user friendly phase
detection approach along with a system phase identification
methodology and show that it enables the identification of
recurring phases. It is user friendly in the sense that it does
not require any knowledge from the users. And differs from
previous approaches in that instead of detecting program phase
changes we detect system phase changes. As a program phase,
a system phase is simply a contiguous interval of execution
wherein measured system metrics are relatively stable. Our
approach offers the benefits of being independent from any
individual programs, easy to use and faster; however, it can
also be used for detecting phase changes in a specific workload. Moreover, it also enables the detection of system’s idle
periods.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: In
Section II prior work related to program phase changes
detection is discussed. Section III details our system phase
changes detection mechanism and discusses its effectiveness.
Section IV presents the system phase identification technique
which goes with system phase changes detection. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

There is a large body of work dealing with program
phase changes detection in the literature. The most popular
approaches found in the literature are based on basic bloc
vector, working set signature, and conditional branch counter.

Sherwood et al. [14], [15] and Ratanaworabhan et al. [13]
use basic bloc vector (BBVs) to detect program phase changes.
A basic bloc vector is a list of all basic blocs entered during
program execution, and a count of how many times each basic
bloc was run. They keep track of basic bloc vectors at fixed
interval and use a similarity threshold afterwards to decide
whether a phase change has occurred or not. The Manhattan
distance between consecutive basic bloc vectors is used as the
similarity criterion. Entire BBVs cannot be stored in hardware,
so authors suggested to approximate them by hashing into an
accumulator table containing a few large counters.
Balasubramonian et al. [4] use conditional branch counter
to detect program phase changes. They keep track of conditional branches executed over a fixed execution interval and
detect a phase change when the difference in branch counts
between consecutive interval exceeds a threshold which varies
throughout the program’s execution.
Huang et al. [5] propose to use subroutine as a program
phase granularity. They use a hardware call stack to identify
major program subroutines and detect program changes by
comparing behaviour across different subroutines. Typically,
they track the time spent in each subroutine and detect a major
phase when the time spent in a subroutine is greater than a
given threshold.
Dhodapkar and Smith [16] propose to use program instruction working set to detect phase changes. They define
a program phase as the set of instructions touched in a fixed
interval of time and refer to that set as the instruction working
set. They next compare consecutive working sets to detect
phase changes. However, as for BBVs, complete working
sets can be too large to efficiently represent and compare
in hardware; to handle this, authors use a loosy-compressed
representation of working sets called working set signature
[17], [16]. Using the relative signature distance as the similarity
metric, phase changes are detected when the relative signature
distance between consecutive working set intervals exceeds a
predefined threshold.
More recently, Casas et al. [18] have proposed to use
signal processing techniques to automatically detect periodic
phases in MPI programs. The approach works by analysing
the correlation of message passing activity in the application.
Karl et al. propose to identify iterative phases in threaded
applications through the monitoring and analysis of the control
flow graph of the application.
Our approach is completely different from those listed
above. It offers the benefits of being very easy to apply to
configurable systems. In addition, it only relies on system
information which can potentially allow us to track multiple
applications as a single one; this is very useful when the system
is being optimized for saving energy. For example, on a system
running both compute intensive and communication intensive
workloads, there is no need to optimize them individually,
as optimization made for saving energy considering one application is likely to degrade performance of the other. The
processor can be slowed down when running communication
intensive workloads. Likewise, the network interconnect can
be slowed down when running compute intensive workload;
thus, considering them individually can result in significant
performance degradation.

III.

S YSTEM P HASE D ETECTION : M ETHODOLOGY AND
EVALUATION

Program phase detection methods are generally intervalbased. During fixed length intervals (also known as the sampling interval) specific metrics are measured; the comparison
of the current values of the metrics with those from the
previous sampling interval determines whether there is a
phase change. This means that phase detection methods detect
changes in program behaviour that are assumed to result from
phase changes. The same assumption holds for system phase
changes detection as we show in this paper.
A. Phase Detection
Our phase detection approach works with execution vectors
(EVs). We define an execution vector as a column vector
of sensors including hardware performance counters along
with network bytes sent/received and disk read/write counts.
Sensors related to hardware performance counters provide
insight into the processor and memory activities, while network
and disk related sensors provide information about network
and disk activities respectively. All the sensors are normalized
with respect to the number of cycles and only general purpose
hardware performance counters are used to avoid redundancy;
these hardware performance counters give the following information: the number of retired instructions, L3 cache references
and misses, branch instructions and misses.
Unlike work found in the literature, all phases do not
necessary have the same length; however, we sample EVs on
a per second basis and use the unweighted sliding-average
smooth method to reduce white noises. We next define the
resemblance or similarity metric between two EVs as the
Manhattan distance between them. The Manhattan distance
suits the case since it weighs more heavily differences in each
dimension.
A phase change is detected when the Manhattan distance
between consecutive EVs exceeds a preset threshold The
threshold is fixed in the sense that it is always the same percentage – we refer to that percentage as the detection threshold
– of the maximum distance between consecutive EVs (e.g., if
the detection threshold is X%, then the threshold is X% of the
maximum distance between consecutive EVs). However, the
maximum distance between consecutive EVs is zeroed once a
phase change is detected. So, technically, the threshold varies
throughout the system’s life cycle. The maximum existing
distance between consecutive EVs is continuously updated
until a phase change is detected where it is zeroed. The
idea behind zeroing the maximum existing distance when a
phase change occurs is to allow detecting phase changes when
changing from a phase where distances between consecutive
EVs are big to a phase where they are not and vice versa.
Our phase detection algorithm is summarized by Algorithm
1. In a few words, for each newly sampled EV, Algorithm 1
computes its Manhattan distance to the previously (along the
execution time-line) sampled EV and detects a phase change
accordingly.
B. Phase Detection Results and Analysis
As a case study and proof of concept, we propose to
detect phase changes of a two node cluster system running

Initialization: threshold = th ; max distance = 0
phase start = False ;
// threshold is a fixed percentage of
the maximum existing distance
max_distance
while EVs do
Compute dist: the distance between EVt and EVt−1
and store it
//update the maximum existing
distance max_distance
if max distance ≤ dist then
max distance ← dist
end
if dist ≤ max distance ∗ threshold and
phase start is True then
Start a new phase
phase start = False
end
else
if dist > max distance ∗ threshold and
phase start is False then
phase start = True
//reinitialize the maximum
existing distance
max distance = 0
end
end
t++
end
Algorithm 1: EV-based Phase detection algorithm.

synthetic benchmarks. We next back our proposal with a
system running a real life application: the Advance Research
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF-ARW) model [19].
The synthetic benchmarks composed of several benchmarks
– including Multi-Grid (MG), Block Tri-diagonal solve (BT),
Embarrassingly Parallel (EP), Integer Sort (IS), and Conjugate
Gradient (CG) from NPB-3.3 [20] benchmark suite – only
differ in that fixed length idle periods are inserted in between
workloads in one of them.
Each of the benchmarks composing the synthetic benchmarks has a unique execution pattern, thus using them guarantees that the system will go through different behaviours. More
importantly, assuming that the execution of a workload in the
synthetic benchmark corresponds to an execution phase of the
synthetic benchmark, we know in advance when phase changes
occur; so doing enables us to tell whether our approach is
working or not. In the rest of the paper, we use an empirical
evidence based detection threshold of 15%, and a threshold
equals to 15% of the maximum existing distance between
consecutive EVs, which means that a phase change occurs
when the Manhattan distance between EVt and EVt+1 exceeds
15% of the maximum existing distance between consecutive
EVs.
We further consider two scenarios, in the first scenario we
use a synthetic benchmark which we refer to as bench 1,
it successively runs workloads listed above (in the same
order, i.e., from left to right starting with MG and ending
with CG). The second scenario involves bench 2 which also
runs benchmarks listed earlier save from the fact that a 30

second idle period is inserted after each workload. Inserting
idle periods in between workloads (bench 2) ensures that
successive behaviours through which the system goes are very
different, while bench 1 present a more complex scenario
where successive behaviours might not differ.
A graphical view of the output of our phase detection
algorithm is provided in Figure 1(a) where dashed vertical lines
indicate the start and end times of workloads in the synthetic
benchmark. The left end of horizontal solid lines indicates
the point (in the execution time-line) at which phase changes
are detected and their length indicate the duration or length
of corresponding phases. The x-axis represents the execution
time-line and the y-axis represents IDs associated to detected
phases. Note that IDs of phases are non zero integers ordered
by their appearance order.
It can be seen from Figure 1(a) that all expected phase
changes are detected. Figure 1(c) which shows the variation
of distance between consecutive EVs along the execution timeline (x-axis) indicates that micro phases could have been
detected when running BT. This is easily achievable depending
on the granularity at which one wants to detect phase changes,
for the detection mechanism can use a tighter threshold to
detect these regions. As for bench 1, a graphical representation
of Algorithm 1 output for bench 2 is given in Figure 2(a) and
Figure 2(c). It can be seen that our phase detection approach
successfully differentiates periods wherein the system is loaded
from those in which it is not. Figure 2(b) and Figure 1(b)
corroborate our phase changes detection, as it can be seen that
phase changes result in different access pattern to hardware
performance counters (not all performance counters are plotted
for the sake of clarity). Phase detected on the second node are
shown in Figure 1(d) and Figure 2(d).
C. False positives and Sensitivity
Program phase detection generally serves as starting point
for power/performance optimization algorithms [1], [2], [3],
[4] and simulation. An effective identification of sections of
code whose performance is representative of a program can
significantly reduce its simulation time [14], [15]. Consequently, it is essential that the phase detection mechanism
detects phases that actually results in a significant change in
the program’s behaviour.
To evaluate our phase detection mechanism we consider
three metrics : (i) the sensitivity which is the ability of the
phase detection mechanism to detect a change that results in
significant change in the system’s behaviour (or performance
knowing that performance is relatively stable during a phase).
For example, let’s assume that the system has 100 significant
behaviour changes. If the phase detection mechanism indicates
87 of these 100 behaviour changes, the sensitivity is 87%.
If the phase detection mechanism indicates all of the 100
behaviour changes, then the sensitivity is 100%. “significant
behaviour change” being a relative term, we consider a significant behaviour change as a change of workload from now
on. Notice that the sensitivity will still be 100% if the phase
detection mechanism indicates some other phase changes in
addition to those initially expected.
Seeking a good sensitivity often leads to false positives;
thus, our second evaluation metric is (ii) the number of
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false positives. The number of false positive is defined as
the number of time where the system’s shows no significant
behaviour change but the phase detection technique indicates
a phase change. Our third and last evaluation metric (iii) the
mean detection time is the average time the phase detection
mechanism takes to notice that a phase change has occurred,
i.e., in this case the average time the detection mechanism
takes to notice a change of workload.
In order to test the effectiveness of our phase detection
mechanism, we successively run the synthetic benchmark
bench 2 five times and collect statistics related to evaluation

metrics listed above. Figure 3 – where steps of the drawn step
function indicate detected phases and vertical dashed lines delimit workloads – gives a graphical representation of the output
of our phase detection algorithm when bench 2 is successively
run five times. It can be seen that the sensitivity of the phase
detection mechanism for that workload is 100%. There is a
handful of false positives; however, that is understandable since
they occur during idle periods. Despite the assumption that
idle periods have a constant behaviour, there might be some
system related tasks that are executed during those periods
and whose execution can potentially change the system’s

TABLE I.

P ERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF OUR PHASE DETECTION
ALGORITHM CONSIDERING THE TWO SYNTHETIC BENCHMARKS .
Benchmark
Bench 1
Bench 2

sensitivity
100%
100%

false positives
0
4

mean detection time
0.15 seconds
0.5 seconds

behaviour throughout an idle period. Figure 3 also indicates
that recurring workloads have the same length according to
the phase detection mechanism; this is an interesting property
for a phase detection algorithm. Table I summarises evaluation
statistics for our synthetic benchmarks. Overall, the mean
detection time is less than one second (false positives are not
counted).
The mean detection time suggests that the latency of detecting a phase is in average less that one second. This is possible
because the phase detection software is contained within an
independent thread which runs as any other application. The
phase detection software nearly has no overhead (so does not
need dedicated resources) since it boils down to reading a few
sensors and computing the Manhattan distance between EVs.
IV. P HASE R EPRESENTATION , S ELECTION OF
S IMULATION P OINTS AND I DENTIFICATION
A. Phase Representation and Selection of Simulation Points
Depending on phases lengths, they can be too large to
efficiently represent and compare in hardware, we propose to
summarize each phase with only two vectors: the representative vector and the reference vector. The reference vector
of a phase is the closest vector to the centroid of the group
of EVs belonging to that phase, whereas the representative
vector is the EV resulting from the component wise arithmetic
average of all the EVs belonging to the corresponding phase.
The latter (representative vector) can be used in conjunction
with selected simulation points to reconstruct the original
traces for simulation; however, we do not discuss about trace
reconstruction in this paper. As a simulation point goes, we
consider as a simulation point for a phase the start point (point
at which the first EV occurs) of that phase. The literature
suggests selecting simulation points earlier in the execution
time-line in order to reduce the time to fast forward (executing
the program without performing any cycle accurate simulation)
the selected simulation points.
B. Phase Identification
With the need to enable reuse of configuration information for recurring phases it is essential to accurately identify/recognise recurring phases. We propose to use the reference vector just mentioned earlier for phase identification
and state that two phases P1 and P2 are identified with each
other if the Manhattan distance between them does not exceed
a specific percentage of the maximum distance between them.
We suggest using the same threshold that was used for phase
identification. This is arguable; however, we have good results
in practice as illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a) where
there is no idle periods, we nearly identify all the phases in
contrary to Figure 4(b). Despite this fact, our phase detection
mechanism loosely identifies more than 95% of recurring
phases in each scenario. Which is very interesting knowing that
the ability to identify recurring phases is a desirable property

for phase detection techniques. Recurring phase identification
can be used in tuning algorithms to reuse previously found
optimal configuration [5], [14], [17]. Notice in passing that
none of the idle periods (Figure 4(b)) is identified with any of
the workloads.
V.

C ASE S TUDY: THE A DVANCE R ESEARCH W EATHER
R ESEARCH AND F ORECASTING (ARW-WRF).

Previous sections demonstrate the effectiveness of our
phase detection mechanism using synthetic benchmarks. In this
section, we investigate its effectiveness using a real life application representative of HPC workloads: the Advance Research
Weather Research and Forecasting (ARW-WRF). WRF-ARW
is a fully compressible conservative-form non-hydrostatic atmospheric model. It uses an explicit time-splitting integration
technique to efficiently integrate the Euler equation.
A. Phase detection results for WRF-ARW.
Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of system phases
detected using Algorithm 1 when running WRF-AWR. Figure 5(b), where the x-axis represents the execution timeline and the y-axis the access rate of hardware performance
counters (not all performance counters are plotted for the sake
of clarity), shows without lost of generality WRF-ARW’s resources utilization pattern (in terms of performance counters).
Considering the assumption that (stated earlier in Section III)
phase detection methods detect changes in program behaviour
that result from phase changes, Figure 5(a) indicates that
system phases detected by our algorithm actually correspond to
phase changes in the runtime behaviour of WRF-ARW. Note:
in Figure 5(a) – where the y-axis represents ids of phases
and the x-axis the execution time-line – dashed vertical lines
indicate the start and end times of the program and the left
end of horizontal solid lines indicates the point at which phase
changes are detected.
Figure 5(d) and Figure 5(a) are alike save for the fact that in
Figure 5(d), phases identified with each other are on the same
horizontal solid line (some consecutive phases are merged).
Overall, it can be seen that our phase detection algorithm
performs as well with ”home made” synthetic benchmarks
as with a real life workload. The sensitivity is 100% and
there isn’t any false positive (Phase changes in the program
runtime behaviour Figure 5(b) are detected as phase changes
by the phase detection mechanism.). However, phase changes
detection may be influenced by the detection threshold. The
graphical representation of the output of our phase detection
algorithm with a 10% detection threshold (Figure 6) shows that
one phase which was previously detected as a single phase with
using a 15% detection threshold is broken into two phases. The
next section analysis the influence of the detection threshold
on phase changes detection.
B. Impact of the Detection Threshold on phase detection
The selection of the detection threshold basically depends
on the granularity at which one would like to detect phase
changes. Table II shows how the number of phases detected
varies with respect to the detection threshold when the system
was running WRF-ARW. The number of phases detected is one
when the whole application is considered as a single phase.
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TABLE II.

VARIATION OF THE NUMBER OF PHASES DETECTED WITH
RESPECT TO THE DETECTION THRESHOLD .

Detection threshold (%)
Number of phases detected

1
1

5
2

10
13

15
12

20
27

30
52

35
1

40
1

50
1

Table II indicates that when the detection threshold is too low
nearly no execution vector is similar to another. Likewise when
the detection threshold is too high all the execution vectors are
similar to each other.

VI.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented an on-line system phase
detection mechanism, which is an alternative to program
phase detection . It takes advantage of the fact that program
phases are also reflected in the behaviour of the system
through resource utilisation to detect phases of the system
instead of those of individual applications. System resource
utilisation related information gathered in execution vectors are
transmitted to the phase detection mechanism which detects
phase changes using a similarity metric. We use our phase
detection mechanism to detect phases of a system running two
synthetic benchmarks and a real life application. We carried out
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information about applications being executed, it can be used
to address the energy consumption problem of a wide array
of applications by users lacking good knowledge of their
applications. Although, this work effort is originally destined to
power oriented research (can be easily used for characterizing
workloads in order to apply power reduction schemes with
nearly no overhead), we believe it can be used in several
aspects of computer architecture. We presented results for a
two node system; however, the methodology is adapted to
HPC systems as it is applied to individual nodes of the system
regardless of others. The same workload often have different
behaviours on some nodes among those it is running on, our
methodology allows making power reduction decisions locally
to the node.
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